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Connecting the Archive to Community: Oral History, Digital Technology,

Engagement

The Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History in the University of Kentucky Libraries

maintains 20-25 ongoing oral history interviewing initiatives and is currently

accessioning an average of 500 interviews per year. This involves working with

numerous external partners, including undergraduate and graduate classes, public

libraries and museums, industries, and community groups such as historical societies,

neighborhood associations and churches. In 2009, we created OHMS (Oral History

Metadata Synchronizer), an open-source, free, web-based digital system to

inexpensively and efficiently enhance access to oral history online. OHMS provides

users word-level search capability and a time-correlated transcript or index connecting

the textual search term to the corresponding moment in the recorded interview online.

This presentation will explore recent models for how the Nunn Center is utilizing digital

technologies such as OHMS to not only enhance access to online oral histories, but to

enhance the connections being created between the Nunn Center and these academic

and community partners. Model partnerships that Boyd will explore include a

university classroom partnership, a museum partnership, and a community

partnership. In June 2016, the Nunn Center released the bilingual capabilities of the

OHMS software system. Interviews can now be presented to the public using a

synchronized transcript and a translation, as well as a bilingual index. The presentation

will also explore the establishment of international partnerships to work with Nunn

Center interviews that are conducted in a multilingual context.

I am submitting this paper with the intent to be part of the panel titled:

"Town and Gown": US Campus Oral History Programs & Community Engagement in the

Digital Age

with Sarah Milligan, Troy Reeves and Stephen Sloan.
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SarahMilligan
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Information "Sharing" in a Digital World: Examining the Online Face of Oral

History

Considering the ways that people share and interact with information in today's society,

oral history practitioners and archivists have to consider what the public face of any oral

history work will be. While oral history is by no means set up to provide immediate

gratification in the collection to access lifespan, how do oral history organizations

decide if, when, and how to build out context for collections in order to increase public

interest, community value, and help popularize collection interaction?

You might call it a digital project, digital history, or digital storytelling, but what is the

return on investment for enhancing interest in collections material through some sort

of digital interpretation? What goes into choosing a platform or medium? If a living

community exists, how to balance their vision and yours? How much time is it "safe" to

invest to match the potential return? In my role with the Oklahoma Oral History

Research Program (OOHRP), I wrestle with these questions on a regular basis as I listen

to our community and project partners and try to understand what the expectation

looks like for a "completed" project in the era of web relevancy.

In 2016-2017, the OOHRP has undertaken two digital projects to enhance context and

relevancy to current oral history projects and content: the Oklahoma Native Artist oral

history project and the Chilocco National Alumni oral history project. In creating these

two collection enhancement digital projects, we attempt to be responsive to what we

hear our partners are requesting, while balancing time, resources, and technological

experience. Some of these we have done more successfully than others.

This paper will seek to examine the current practices for oral history programs and

interrogate whether the time committed for various approaches meets the value

assigned, tangibly or intangibly, by project stakeholders.
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Troy Reeves
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Town and Gown in the Digital Age: Outreach at UW-Madison Oral History Program

In the last ten years, the UW-Madison Oral History Program (OHP) Head has met with

campus, Madison, and Wisconsin individuals and groups about doing oral history to

document and preserve their community history. These meetings led to the creation of

the Madison (Wisconsin) Oral History Roundtable & Wisconsin Oral History Network.

He, too, has collaborated with nearly all of his cohorts, meaning his colleagues that also

lead oral history activities at a US college or university. This group has led to a network

of practitioners that tele-meet at least twice a year and that present at the national Oral

History Association Annual Meetings.

The work with on and off campus community groups and with the Roundtable and

Network has led, almost without exception, to the envisioning or creation of online

exhibits, presentation, or "How-to" tools. As part of the OHP's outreach objectives (and

the campus' Wisconsin Idea), Troy Reeves has collaborated on these projects, some of

which have appeared on the program's website as curated online exhibits.

In his presentation, Reeves will discuss his work and what it has taught him about oral

history & community outreach. Specifically, answering: why a program should invest in

outreach? Once built, how to maintain a community (or national) network of

practitioners? And why centralized networks of oral historians still resonates in the

digital age?

This paper is proposed as part of a panel of US Campus Oral History Leaders. Our

proposed title is "Town and Gown": US Campus Oral History Programs & Community

Engagement in the Digital Age. The proposed panelists are Sarah Milligan, Doug Boyd,

Stephen Sloan, and me (Troy Reeves).
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Stephen Sloan
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Connections On and Off Campus: Creating New Links in a New Age

This presentation will examine the ways in which an ongoing campus oral history

program can work to create new linkages inside and outside the university community.

Using the Institute for Oral History at Baylor University as a case study, this presentation

will consider the ways in which an established oral history program can continue to

redefine its value to new generations. The speaker will present thoughts on making

new connections to internal constituencies, expressing its work in new ways and

forming fresh partnerships, as well as highlighting the ways in which a program can

also enhance their importance to external users, specifically through place-based

stories and distance learning. As oral history programs search for new ways to

communicate their value and find internal and external support, this presentation will

offer both important theoretical considerations and useful practical approaches. This

presentation connects to papers offered by Sarah Milligan, Troy Reeves, and Doug Boyd

under the session "Town and Gown": US Campus Oral History Programs & Community

Engagement in the Digital Age.
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ALISTAIR THOMSON
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Digital Aural History: Creating a New Type of Oral History Publication

Drawing upon an archive of 300 life history interviews comprising 1221 hours recorded

with Australians born between the 1920s and 1989, the Australian Generations Oral

History Project pioneered innovative technologies for documentation of and access to

oral history, and experimented with different media – radio, websites, essays and

e-books – to highlight the aural qualities of our recordings. This presentation will

showcase and discuss the aural history book Anisa Puri and I published in 2017,

Australian Lives: An Intimate History. The book is both a paperback and an e-book,

taking advantage of new digital and online technologies for oral history. The e-book

contains direct online links to each section of interview audio, and enables readers to

become listeners, and indeed to listen beyond the published extracts and back into the

oral history archive. I will explain and discuss the technical, methodological and ethical

innovations and issues posed by this new type of oral history book. Specifically, I will

focus on the uncanny 'stereo' experience (for want of a better word) of listening to a

passage while reading an edited transcript that will never be exactly the same; and the

ways in which such a product opens up the oral history archive to users and makes the

oral historian's editorial processes and decisions more transparent.
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Juliana Nykolaiszyn
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Building awareness and generating interest in oral history collections through

podcasting

Thanks to new technologies, we are able to discover oral history collections across the

globe. While podcasting is not new, the technologies used to develop a podcast are

more accessible than ever before. Podcasting involves creating a digital broadcast

available for download to a device, such as a smart phone or computer. And while its

popularity has ebbed and flowed through the years, podcasting is becoming an ever

increasing way to enjoy a variety of audio content once again, including oral history.

For some oral history programs in the United States, podcasting allows for long-form

storytelling, with the ability to build in context and interweave memories from oral

history interviews. It serves as another outlet in providing awareness to oral history

collections and in targeting specific topics of interest to a wide range of potential

listeners. This session will focus on podcasting, specifically highlighting the work of the

Oklahoma Oral History Research Program's Amplified Oklahoma podcast. Production,

promotion, along with tips for developing oral history podcasts will also be discussed.
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